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THE mOWM mD ITS SCOPS
The Problem
The purpose of this study wats to examine the Incentive
programs used in Industry, and to determine which ones could
be adapted for use in the United States naval service. In
the course of this pursuit , it was necessary to study the
financial and non-financial incentives employed in Industry,
to examine the incentives which are currently used in the
Ha/y, and to study the proposed legislation which will affect
the naval service in the immediate future.
rieed for the Gtudy
Today* the United States Havy is faced , as are the
other uniformed branches of the government, with a critical
manpower problem. World War II li still fresh in the raemory
of all of us. With the end of hostilities, millIons of raen
left the naval service to return to civilian occupations,
;er to regain their former places in the civilian economy.
And many of then filled the air with their denunciations
of all things military. Those who remained in the naval
service were tired and exhausted after almost four years of
fighting the enemy. The llavy, to ^et the necessary manpower
1

to xmn the post-war fleet and shore-establishment , offered
many Inducements to get new enlistees and extensions of en-
listments . In this effort, it was less than successful.
Quotas were filled , but to attain, this end., it was necessary
to lower the minimum requirements of enlistee®.
In June 1946, the Bikini atonic bomb tests were con-
ducted i many thousands of am who had contemplated early re-
invent with their families were forced to spend many more
months in the Pacific, separated from homes and families.
'fhus many more men were lost to the service when their en-
listments expired.
With the end of the war, the civilian demands for the
necessities and luxuries of life were unbounded. Unlimited
purchasing power was available , but the supply of goods was
meager. As a result, civilian employment figures reached
new heights, exceeding themselves in each succeeding year
until the work force reached the ilittfftiillm ficure of sixty
two million people, with a seasonal employment of seventy
million people in 19^7. Tiie United States had readied the
often talked of goal of full employment . With such olitter-
;
promises of good wages in private industry * with a round
of increases every year, many M8 MMI who iiad planned
on making the Navy a career, either resigned their commis-
sions in the case of officers, or did not reenlist in tftt
I of the men. The oft repeated stories of the 'new pay
bill, ; first mentioned late in 124|j>, did not become a reality,

Jand many lost faith in a Navy career,, and were separated fro:a
the service,
The Navy, like Industry, is a buyer of manpower, and
li in direct competition with Industry. In the industrial
world, different industries are in k&en competition wit
each other for capable, Intelligent, and industrious employ-
ees. With the advent of collective bargaining as required
by the National Labor Relations Act ( Vla&ner-Connery Act)
passed on July 5» 1935, the wages, hours and working condi-
tions of the American laboring force have reached the long
sought for goals of the Asaerican labor movement. Upon the
passage of the Act there has been inaugurated a new era in
labor-iaanaceaent relations. This era has ushered In a new
scale of wages, improved working conditions and hours of
work—the best in the history of man.
This revolution in Industry has been paralleled by
equally revolutionary conditions in the Navy. With the
advent of high speed aircraft, loni: ranging airplanes and
submarines, high sp&®& surface vessels with their complex
engineering and fire-control systems, and all these branches
augmented by electronic mechanisms of the most complex sort,
the type of man to usefully operate these vessels and equip-
ment has radically changed. £he Navy nan of today is no
longer a
:
gob ;: or a '"tar. 12 lie nust be keenly intelligent,
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3?his study did not include any of the wage incentive
systems employed by Industry in repetitive work such as the

5Gantt task arid bonus system, the Halsey or Rowan preraiua plans,
the Emerson increased efficiency plan, the viennerlund group
bonus plan, the Taylor differential piece rate plan, ox- the
Bedaux point premium payment plan, to mention only a few.
There are many wage--payment plans in Industry for use in
repetitive industries, which encourage nen to exert their
best efforts, and to pay them increased pay for increased
effort. As there are very few comparable jobs in the Kavy
which duplicate the repetitive conditions as found in Industry,
these aspects were not investigated.
This study included only the present-day policies,
it Is, those which were employed just prior to the war,
those during the war, and those which have crystallised since
the war.
Data or surveys recently published have a tiiae lag
from one to tx*o years. This tiiae elesjent is required to
gather and correlate the data. Thus a survey published In
15)48 would reflect conditions existing in 1946 or 19*7*
There has not heen much data collected or published since
the war, so in nany cases, only trends were indicated.
Definitions
There are many definitions of incentive systeras. Many
are very restrictive, being United to nm payment plans
as is done by the Industrial Relations Division, U. ft. De-
partment of Labor (21:1) which defines an incentive an

"!
a method of paytaent by which earnings fluctuate more or
less in accordance with actual output, thus providing an
iiamediate financial stiiaulant to increase effort and output
by individual workers. However, a broader definition It
advocated by Scott et $1 (38:303), and is the accepted del*-
inition as used in this study:
Incentives may be classified as positive
and negative* Positive incentives are those agree-
able factors i iated with a work situation that
pronpt a worker to strive to achieve or excel the
standards or objectives set for hiia, negative
incentives are those disagreeable factors in a
work situation to avoid which the woricer strive




continuity of employment, preference in case of
lay-off j approval of the supervisor, fellow work-
men* and the community; competition with others
and the worker $ s own previous record; the worker's
own sense of fair play and honesty in relation to
rendering a just service for the total considera-
tion given him by his employer, associates, and
the community, negative incentives include fear
of layoff, discharge, reduction of wat;e, disap-
proval of employer and fallow workmen, and the
sting of the woricer 5 s conscience for not having
lived up to his expected possibilities.
Previous Research
As far as could be discovered, a very limited amount
of research has been done in this field, although it i© worthy
of a great deal of study.
Beeton in IfW (3) at Northwestern raade a comparative
study of suggestion systems employed in Industry and the Navy,
and Hobba (10) at Stanford investigated the motivation of
enlisted personnel in the Navy. However, the latest and

7most | ;tive study in this area was made . Hook Co.
mittee* (l) the Advisory Commission on Service Pay. This
comiittee of paNffllttgnlg industrialists and public figures
requested by the Secretary of Defease (l:vli) :to furnish
me Msive study and with recoramendatlons con-
cerning every eignifleant phase of a sound system of compen-
sation for persons at all levels $ and in all branches, of
the Armed Service, and also for those engaged in comparable
MOM in the Coast Guard, the Public Health Service and the
Coast and Geodetic Survey.
If the recosaiaendatlons of the Hook Comittee becorae a
part of ncv; legislation, its impact and effect on salary and
Lnistration in tl-ie Navy uill be revolutionary. It






Profit sharir:. . been defined by -ouncil of Profit
), 'aa any procedure under . an
employer - to all employees > in addition to :.;oou rates of
alar pay* special current or clefon- M§.j based not only
upon individual or group performance, but on the prosperity
of the bust; . m a whole/
Philosophy
This Council ? which is composed of companies utilizi:
profit sharing plans, has set up a declaration of principles
(l3i:cii) i include i following: that the essential
;or of econ life is the hunan person; I :rofit
affords a means of &•»$&&£ workers free >f op-
.•sunity to participate in the rewards of their cooperation
•apital and uanaoersent s that well planned profit sharing
the IM of develop;!.- .»oup w -afclon and offi-
cial :t widespread profit sharin. uld ftfl in
staiClizln.
J
that MlMgMNtil is responsible for
'air relc hip between prices, pay, and profits; that
B only solution to i -.rial strife is the furtherance

of the true spirit of part-. lp, uhloh sound profit shar-
ing engenclc and that the Council is dedicated to the prin-
ciple of extending profit sharing, not as a panacea, but as
a sincere desire of management to be fair* and the faith of
management in the importance » dignity, and response of t
human individual. Thus profit sharing has put into practice
the philosophy which holds that labor is not a commodity,
but people. This philosophy, which denies that there are
classes in opposition to each other, rejects the Communistic
concept of the class strv. ,le, and believes that the worker,
mana&er, and owner should be united for the coiamon benefit
of all. It is the belief and cornerstone of profit s'naring
that it creates teamwork, which raises Individual product:,
ity, which in turn naturally Increases profit.
Economics of Profit Sharing
The first economic effect c laired for profit sharing
by its advocates is lowered unit costs, created hy full eoop<
eration of workers, and their participation in tine benefits
of increased output. As a corollary, it is claimed waste,
breakage and spoilage are reduced to a minimum. This in-
creased efficiency lias resulted in raising productivity as
much as |$Jfj which has produced increased earnings of 600
above the average of trie industry. This increased produc-
tivity lias taade possible the reduction of prices to the
ultimate consumer between 30-4($ (13:11).
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£o give an exaiaple of this olaii;i, J.. W% Lincoln, Pre
ident of the Lincoln Electric Co., one of the partleipati:
companies on the Council, was quoted by the Associated Press
in the Washington, D. C* SUNDAY STAR (JfO:A32) as follows*
Our plan has not only increased wages, but
also has reduced the selling price of products to
les;; than half that of coisparable products in t
raarket—the average product output per worker this
year WIS $29,7^8 conpared with $6,895 per ersployeo
of three other laree electrical laanufacturers . If
all industry should adopt a comparable incentive
system, and it was as successful as in the case
of our company, the standard of living of ail peo-
ple would be quadrupled . All friction between so-
called labor and nana&enent would disappear, The
threat of Coraauniou would be entirely reHMRrtd and
the satisfaction of all workers would be greatly
enhanced
,
r]^m occasion for this stateiaent by Hr. Lincoln was the
distribution of $3,021,973 in profits to 1,027 workers in
December, 1948, ^he annual-incentive profit sharing checks
averaged $3,392 per worker. It approximately doubled the
employees ? 19^8 earnings * 3?ho plan at the Lincoln Electric
Co. has been in effect since 1933. At the same tiine as this
announcement was made, the employees received a neral
hourly wage cut, as the basic hourly wag© is geared to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index, which had
dropped 3.1 points for the Cleveland area between August Vj
and November 13, 19*18. This is a non-union company.
A second claim for profit sharing is that if it were
adapted on a wide scale, it would offset the severity of
the booms and recessions of the economy, as profit sharing




A third claim for profit charing lies in the field of
labor-nanagesient relations. Labor unions derive their force
from the sense of togetherness and beIon which is engen-
dered in each individual worker. It gives him a feeling of
importance and security. In profit-sharing companies, the
indispensable place which each worker occupies is recognised.
The worker understands not only his own part in the enter-
prise but how it fits into the whole. Hla work is made mean-
ingful to hin, and friction with fellow workers is minimised.
Confidence and respect of management and labor for each other
Is maximized. The cooperation created reduces fear and in-
security, and in its place is found understands.
abjections to Profit Shflrlpg b% ^-^^ement
Many managements have objected to or have rejected the
profit-sharing principle for many reasons. The chief objec-
tions heard most frequently are tliese: that eventually, only
a minimum amount of profits will be left to management % that
all company books will eventually be open to labor unions;
that eventually, organized labor will take over control of
management ; and the reduction of worker morale in non-profit
years. The experience of profit-sharing companies has refuted
all these arguments (13:14-18). The labor strife since the
war has been caused chiefly by organised labor demanding a
larger share of the profits. This is one of the avowed goals
of labor. Polls of 90,000 woi by Vandenberg-Herring (13:lu)

showed that W0 $£ £**& workers wanted an equitable distribution
without definite coaaitawnts , and ^2$ of then desired sharing
of profits less titan 30$. A realistic approach to this nation-
wide problem is a stable, well organised, thoroughly under-
stood profit-sharing plan, fltltl would and has reduced labor
strife firmly and equitably.
The companies with profit sharing plans keep their em-
ployees well informed of industry-wide conditions, and com-
pany status. This does not require opening the books as
Intimated by opponents. A well informed labor force, with
open lines of communication operating up and down,, is a pro-
ductive, cooperative and content :?k force. It has not
been the experience of profit sharing companies that they
must open their books to the laboring force.
Organised labor believes that certain, presently claimed
prerogatives of management should be shared. The leaders
of organised labor have stated repeatedly that they do not
desire to assume or take over managerial duties or functions.
However, certain functions which some managements presently
guard so zealously should, and rightly so, be shared with
the laboring force. Dhere management has shared many of these
former prerogatives of management, a better educated, respon-
sible and productive work force has resulted.
Companies, like Eastman Kodak Co., who in 1937 experienced
a no profit year and had no profits to share with the wo.

"1 '*>
force, discovered that this resulted in a better understanding
of the operation of the plan by the work force (13:19)*
Objections to Profit Sharlni-: by Labor
Organised labor's stand against profit sharing has been
based on the fear of unreasonable speed-up, that it would
weaken collective bargaining, and that although labor would
share in risk bearing, it would not share in the aanageraent
.
In no successful profit-sharing company have these objections
been realised (13*19). Hather, the base of collective bargain-
ing has been broadened, no unreasonable speed-up has occurred,
and the workers ore paid in proportion to the extent of their
increased productivity. Actually no risk sharing has been
Involved by labor, and labor has gained hy an increased share
of management functions. The survey conducted by Senators
Herring and Vandenberg in 1939 (13:20) indicated that of
S:'C,000 workers in 104 industries polled, 8?jf were in favor
of profit-sharing.
Profit Sharing; and Related Plana
It cannot be over emphasised that there is no one plan
Left is tailored to fit all companies or industries. Each
plan nust be geared and designed to the objectives, needs,
and conditions under which the company operates. Nor should
a profit sharing plan be installed as a panacea for labor-
•^ageiaent troubles and ills. To be successful, a profit
sharing plan nust be superimposed on company policies,
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procedure© and relations which are sound, huiaanistie, fair
and impartial. Profit sharing plans can be used to augment
and improve labor-mnage&ient relations, never to create good
industrial relations.
The type of plan to be installed depends on aany related
factors which should be considered before any of these plans
are adopted, A new company will find profit sharing unwise,
if profits are to be plowed, .: for expansion anc .ch
of the conpany. An industry which has lar^e cycle fluctua-
tions would be unable to build up necessary reserves to di-
minish the intensity of the cycle fluctuations if direct
profit sharing plans were adopted. The type of program to
be initiated would depend an whether or not it Is a high or
a low cost industry, whether or not the company is in a highly
petitive market or its products are protected by patents.
The sise of the business is also a controlling factor,
A brief description of the basic, different types of
profit sharing plans follows:
* direct Profit Sharlnc Plans
A» Cash Plans—a predetermined percentage of the
company's incoise is distributed periodically;
these paysaents are exclusive of the wages pre-
viously paid.
B. Wage Dividends—percentage of profits paid to
Mmrte&vn determined by dividends paid the stock-
holders
.
G. Stock . Ownership—the workers receive shares of stmm "





s * ffrust Plana --a pereentage of am&miiy inec
accrues to a trust fund, with or without employee
contributions
II- Indirect Profit oharinis Flan®
A. Peng ion. .Plana,—retirement annuities are furnished
iMh.n , .i . i»«. min m n. fi.h » p noiiiiliinm ii n
by cosapany, with or without employee contribu-
tion:, .
B. Guaranteed Annual Wa$e ~«"eiaplayeeg paid a salary.
C. Production 3har.ing Plans.
~
~e?sployeeD. arc cuar-
anESRTa c- .. ..are or tSW sales dollar.
$• Cost Savings SharinE Plan*.—e;:tra earnings
proportional/to xowe/- -ion coats.
s * Asaociatlye Plane—profit sharin; and manage
-
nent snaring are transferred to an independent
SSI tion.
Cooperative Flans -^employees are nade co-managers




A. I-Zultlple Mana^eigent Plans—the development and
part:*"" "'.on of enplbyees ained by educa-
tion received as members of plant, executive
and various otlser boards, reporting to the Board
of Directors.
£• Ecployee Benefits—includes group life insurance,
sick be:. , disability benefits, accident
benefits, retirement annuities, educational
pi- m, paid holidays and vacations, and credit
unions.
Myartaaes of Cash Flans
The advantages claimed for cash profit sharing plans
are as follows*
1. Cash receipts of profit shares are more tangible
and are concrete evidence of increased effort % thus greater
incentives for future increased efforts are provided.
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2. Interest In Increased production Is maintained at
a higher level.
3. Gash distribution provides for an inmiedii . .iprove-
raent of standards of living for the employees.
%. Freedom of action in the use of increased ear,.
Is given to the worlcer.
Advantages of Profit-Sharing ffrusts
Profit-sharing trusty where the profit share is turned
over to a trustee for future distribution to the employee,
claims these advantages:
1. Profit sharing trusts provide severance benefits,
pension, death and disability benefits and thus avoid dup-
licate expenditures. Hi . - Hi advantage in periods
of reduced production and profit.
2. feu. g| as a brake on inflationary and deflation-
ary cycles of the ecoaony. The draining off of surplus money
In periods of inflation tend to minimize the effects of the
spiral, and In periods of deflation, the existence of cash
reserves „ which provide severance and retirenent pay, provide
increased purehas In .or.
3. The psychological effect of continued benefits in
periods of depression, when i :ayraont plans are not fea-
sible and must be cut off,
h. The ta alned by these plans under section
(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. Profit shares turned

IT
over to trustees are not taxable until distributed. Thus
I entire tm&® continue to gain interest, which Is also
tax ez&wpt. When the Ma jlied finally to the trusteed
shares, the tax rates are the mush lower lone-to. pdMMI
'Profit sinaring trus, jender loyalty to the com-
pany, a*iu reck. . oor turnover, which In turn i- . in-
I
costs, a Disable Iten in Itself
.
Installation Procedure or a Profit Sharing; Flan
The Council of Profit Sharing Industries, having polled
Its Esessbers, has declared that the following conditions (13:30)
must obtain, and action taken in the order indicated, before
any plan is adopted and installed:
1. The management of the business ft have a sincere
ire to further the tean-spirit of the organisation.
2. All plana must be c oudied and evaluated,
and the H of ...: . aaue ..icssparable
m i
: plan selected mm* be the one beat suited for
&t company.
ty. The plan and lit philosoi . be presented to
(a) tlie Board of Directors, (b) .ciders and (c) the
employees. In that order.
5, Revision and modification of the plan as determined





6* Draw up the ftonal agreetaents of the plan In writ-
7. irniMUlljr announce final plan to the esaployees.
Administer the plan by continuously selling the
plan fchmv$ ft of the iaplefiiMU
Bm Council feels that as a result of the e;;perienco
of its participating Mi I .itial
and sound, and isust be foil if any profit-sharing plan
to be successful.
Extent and Growth of Profit 3harinr: Plans
The Council's survey shows that in trie United States,
only one half of gjf or approximately 15, OCX) out of 3£ nil-
lion business firms, or 90 of corporations utilise profit
sharing plana. Although roany companies have tried profit
i
the growth of profit sliaring has reisalned static
because the companies adopting profit sharing just about
e Aual those who drop the plan.
The National Industrial Conference Board, which here-
after will be referred to as tlie NICB, reports that (Cgf of
the plans investigated were terminated. However, the In-
dustrial Belations Counselors report only 33w of the plans
terminated. A comparison of these two surveys would indicate,
however, that only 13- £> of the pic LI due to the plan
itself. ^ho 1, t causes of failure are the termination
Jhe business itself, $S and the substitution of a
different plan, 12-4$ of the failures. The surveys indicate
-t
I over lans auoce-:
| Council concludes that in view or HUB Tact ifej
.11 business venture© fail* and that the average life
of a business uprise In fetal united States is only five
*Sj the survival rate of profit sharl. is better*
than the survival rate of business itself (13:44). If business
risk fcak \M the eeononis field, then profit sharing
is a challenge tc r In the i 1 real
Th® 1937 survey by the HICB concludes: that the as
of profit aharin. .lot only a function or the plan itself,
but is dependent on the ; ophy of the siana^enent adminis-
tering ano! interpreting the plan. This was fefeft ©ass© conclu-
sion readied by a iHTtfty H*a#e in 1920 i;. ..ie organisation
(20:44).
A survey by H* HICB in 1939 MMMtl MM 3.58 out of the
2700 companies stu. m . . t§M total, had installed
profit sharing plans. A survey conducted of 3^98 businesses
1946 by IVLGB found 401 MgM&Ptf utilising profit-sharing
or 11,5$ of the total, The Bureau of Labor Statistics has
.iducte<i a survey and up to August 31
, UW found only 300
companies out of 113,636 studied employing; profit sharing
plans. This figure is 2& of the total. This survey found
:.% profit sharing is found wm% fre^ucnsiy in comical
,
metal workin,_:, aivl department store fiel
The greatest growth of profit sharing plans occurred
during the past decade. The restrictions and wa&e freeses
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by tlxc ral AN ent during; - dated the growth
employee profit sharlne- Also - igh if >e* Here
added Incentives for the installation of pi :>lans
because the tax structure permitted tax ItfvillUpl to both
employers and employees under profit -nharirv; pi, «.;>provecl
by the government.
.further impetus to the Increased adoption of profit-
sharing pie; I b^en the ohan^ini;, concept of the purpose
of profit sharing. During; ftp* many companies installed
pension payment plans. The - I of financing pension
plans out of the company's profits is considered better than
financing them by contributing fijeed amounts under an actu-
arially determined pension plan. This concept la encouraged
by government regulations.
The 1948 survey bj the national Industrial Conference
ard reports these following conclusions of profit sharing
plans studied in 202 companies (23:3): profit sharing is
more coition in small and medium sized establishments; the
most significant development is the trend toward deferred-
distribution plans, as 60£ of the plans studied were of this
type j the events of the past decade have stimulated the
ppUfMl of profit sharing; whereas unions have been opposed
to profit sharing in the past, several plans were instituted
at the request of the union; that under current-distribution
plans, in 19^6, companies paid abou. of the employees
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compensation, while under deferred- -Ibutlon, they pr.
an liilllftjl of IQp of m&& or more; that the Ifljgjit single
Mi for dissatisfaction of profit sharing p





A ;tem nay be defined as a definite, for-
.1 procedure for soliciting, receiving evaluating and re-
warding employees ! ideas which may benefit the company in its
operations and procedures, or in company and public relation©.
Advantages Claliaed for 3u^eatlon Flans
A perusal of the literature on suggestion programs
includes these advantages claimed for the installation of a
formal suggestion system;
1. Provides a formal assured avenue of employee expres-
sion,
2- Employees become participants in the Improversent of
the enterprise*
3* Provides a jseans for rewarding employees, and to
obtain recognition for constructive thought and ability.
h. Provides an incentive to the group to produce bet-
ter products at lower costs.
5. Encourages and stimulates employees to nake sugges-
tions that are of beliefit to all concerned, for a better
understanding of the mutual problems and interests of hi
management and labor, and to develop laore cordial relationships.
22

6. Injproversent of operatl. .thods and procedures
.
| ,
Provides a basis for promotion, by enabling the
company to recognisse the more Interested .and constructive
thinkers In the labor force.
8. Employees t;aln satis faction In Iflug their own
ideas in practical use.
9, Employees ^aln by hgfjtlfct their work rm.de easier
or safer by their own ideas.
10. Gives each employee an opportunity to ifjp'jfflU him-
self individually to nanacesaent
,
11. iRgM&M a feeling of belonging; in each employee (
and Increases company loyalty.
12. Provides an incentive to show greater interest in
his working environment.
13* Trainino and supervision are simplified, as employees
think constructively about their work.
14. Helps satisfy the Individual's desire for recogni-
tion and status gained by the publicity giffn the acceptance
of his suggestion.




One of the basic principles for developing a good sug-
gestion system Is that it be a written manasenent policy
which definitely describes the procedures for the subsaission
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of employees' Idea;. 1 a oorallary to this concept, the
basis of awards must be rair and equitable.
Another principle with which many managements do not
asree is that foreman and other supervisors De permitted to
participate in the prolan. Permitting the supervisory force
to participate tends to prevent their hostility and antipathy
from weakening or destroying the ^ood effect of the program.
One of the nest frequent causes for failure of sugges-
tion systems Is the slowness in handling and processing
suggestions. If suggestions are not processed quickly, in-
terest in the pr- NMI lost. Some companies report
that it requires sirby to seventy days to pass on suggestions,
ic other companies take final action within ten days on
of their suggestions (24:3).
The operation of a surestion system should not over-
load the supervisors with additional work. Although this
group generally acts as Investigators of suggestions in many
manufacturing plants, it has been found expedient to assign
men as investigators as their sole duties. It is tliis group
then which works with the foreman and supervisors, and does
the major part of tlie work, referring to the foreman for help
In evaluation.
The rules should clearly indicate those who are eligible
to participate and those who are disqualified by the \-evy
nature of their duties. Personnel specializing in time and
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motion studies, ft) : to work standards and
net fltpirlimitI are I those croups generally disqual-
ifled ftp -.rticlpation.
Assistance |4 fctft should generally be given,
rec the educations! limitations of the average em-
ployee. Many
|
sale:; incorporate in their | :tion for-
a I iff asdistance may be requested. (General 1 .is tr-
ance is msiWj if
after analysis it li beyond hia B4pt4 other technical as-
sistance I .lined by the WftniifflDT
-
,anee of the ancr of the iltmi ter is con-
sidered irsperati-'e by most companies. This will prevent com-
plaint I cf favoritism | NICB in 19^2 (fSlS)
repealed that of the 13C ..in:: in I
survey,, Jffl reported ftftNgilj -ray until after the adop-
tion of | -jxestion, while the remainder reported var
in. reefs of anonym it;
One of the and stifle employee
participation li v-ndl© I felon* ••tly or carelessly.
It has been estimated that over two li of all suggestions
submitter will be i {?AiO)-
handi: i »u require that a nember of the
committee :aeet personally wit* I MP to explain fully
and clearly idgy the I tion la unacceptable. Some companies
require the estion pro^rain manager to perfor U fun
tion. Other companies uae forn letters, tfftlflfftwfl reasons
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why the suggestion was net received* Regardless of t'he roothod
used, it is iterative the sugcester be notified promptly and
courteously why his idea was rejected,
Most conspanles report that awards must be generous and
GOOTensurate with the value to the company of the sunseatIon.
If any errors are made in rewarding it should be on I
generous side. IfMI companies provide for both monetary
and non-monetary recognition. However, most pwfiormel ex-
ecutives feel that noney provides the biggest incentive to
employees for submitting suggestions . One .--stlon manager
is quoted as sayins (2^:10) we try to be liberal and adopt
aany suggestions as possible, as m Relieve this encour-
ages the su&^ester to think harder and submit isore and better
Mm
.
One source of pitfalls in a I Jtion progran is dup-
lication of ideas. This is handled differently by many
companies but evidently a good method is to establish prior-
ities on suggestions by stamping each with the date and hour
of receipt. This requires tiiat suggestions be collected
from the surestion ooxes daily. In this regard, companies
that collect suggestions fron the boxes at infrequent in-
tervals soon find a slackening of interest In the program.
It is essential that the employees know the kinds of
suggestions which may be rewarded. This should be laid down
in the basic policy of the progran and be well publicized

ft!
and thoroughly understood. However* when particular prob-
lem* present themselves to management, they should publicize
these difficulties and invito ,ostions on these problems.
my companies have adopted formal policies regarding
patentable suggestions, which include technical and legal
assistance given free to the suggester fcf the conpany.
Although policies varied* the 1£&2 survey by the HXCB dis-
closes (26:11) that &6.ty£ of the ninety-one companies report-
ing have written patent agree.»aents covering suggestions which
have patentable features.
tam companies have developed formulas by which aug-
gesters receive awards based on the continuation of benefits
to the company beyond one year, Thus in these conipanies with
more generous award policies, su££©sters can receive awards
amounting to thousands of dollars. ivnis provides an addi-
tional incentive to produce constructive thinking.
Before the suggestion program is installed, a put
deal of thought and effort nust he spent in propa&andlsl
the new system. Employee interest must be created and main-
tained. This can be done through the house organ, letters
sent to the homes of the workers and oy special posters.
A hand book or manual should be compiled and given wide
oilstribut ion. The manual should include the following in-
formation: objectives of the plan* scope, eligibility ruler.;,
how to enter a suggestion, the suggestion committee, awards
,
handling of rejections* handling of patentable suggestions*
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and explanation of printed forms (26:4). After the system
Is Installed, interest Mitt be maintained by publicity cal-
culated to keep the plan constantly in the minds of the em-
ployees .
However, the iceystone of success of the entire program
la the sincerity ana backing of the entire manageiaent and




Success With a Suggestion Pro-gran
Tlie Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (it) reports
an eleven-year survey of the success of ana company's sug-
gestion program between the years 1931-19^1. A total of
12,223 suggestions were received. ffeftfi were t*tft3 sugges-
tions which received $6,05 in cash awards; 1,2**9 serlt awards
totaling $3* 231. DO were panted , and supplement. ards
of $3,300 were made; 9.* 230 letter awards were given, An
audit of only 36 of the 1,643 surges t ions siven en ards
revealed that the company effected savings of
in the first year of their application. The monetary return
to the company from its suggestion program was of a very high
order, ftm company e:-qplalns that the letter awards were
educational for the employees, raised orale, and





The suggestion NMgt* of the Standard Register 01
pany, Dayton, Ohio, reporting in the April 19J$9 issue of
Factor^- (2:6l) described the new awards aysten his company
has instituted.
Practically all cash awards have been discontinued.
In lieu of cash pri&es, each, surestion accepted is awarded
$2.00 as a token reward. Monthly, the best seven awards
are ranked in order of merit, and the winners choose fjfttt
the varied and attractive merchandise prises which have been
displayed permanently in the plant.
Twice a year, the awards committee reviews all sugges-
tions adopted during the previous six months and selects
the three best suggestions for additional awards of $130,
$100, and $715.
Tne result of this innovation has Increased the num-
ber of suggestions received 400 per cent in its first six
months of operations.
Growth of Suggestion Syste
Suggestion programs are not new in Industry. The
Eastman Kodak Company was the pioneer in devising a plan
. *.ah employees were paid for their ideas ana surestIons.
Its original plan was placed into effect in I :10).





An analysis by the NXCB (26:*0 showed that of over half
the plans of 132 companies studied In !$&£ $ nearly one half
the plans had been in operation over ten years. A tabula-
tion by age croups follows:
In effect ^0 years or nore* 2 plans
In effect 30 years or more: l\ plans
In effect 25 years or mores 12 plans
In effect 20 years or more: 23 plans
In effect 15 years or aore: 38 plana
In effect 10 yeara or rtjore l 62 plans
In effect 5 years* or more: 86 plans
This saiae reference Includes the ccnplete foraal sug-
gestion systesus of 23 companies. Tlie 23 plans presented
Include companies with as few as 270 exnployees to the larg-
est company which employed 57,000 people.
The Aaaerican Iron and Steel Institute made a conpara-
ble survey of surest.Ion proi^rajss in the Iron and Steel
Industry in 1948 (3)- '?h@ laesfoers of the Institute include
thirty-five different iron and steel corporations having a
combined payroll equivalent to more than %Q$ of the total
employment in the entire Industry. This survey disclosed
that of the thirty-three eoinpanies replying to the question-
naire, thirteen companies had a formal system; fifteen did
not presently have any plans in effect; two did not have
fcarnal plans, but accepted suggestions as presented; one
eetspany was revising its plan; one company had recently
discontinued its plan; and one company had an Employees
Patent Policy (3:1). Unfortunately , this survey does not
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show what percentage of the Industry is covered by the cost-
panies having formal plana.
An organisation, formed to ,or the Jj^jJipiilH of
employee suggestion programs generally, is the National
Association of Suggestion Systems, 'ifhls is a non-profit
organization, founded in Ijftl* to improve the operati.
techniques of suggestion systenas, to encourage their adop-
tion in industry, and to act as a nediura for the exchange
of ideas of cooperating companies. Its services include a
monthly magazine and bi-iaonthly news letter, provides sta-
tistical Information and research studies, library tnge
and consulting service for participating necibers of the
Association.
During the late war, the War Production Board encour-
a suggestion IfitJiB very strongly. It published
technical bulletins which were compilations of war winning
suggestions, and made available to any company who desired
thera, blueprint, specifications and description* of all
worthwhile suggestions received. It set up an Exelian
Section at its headquarters in Washington, D. C. to provide
this service, The )3oard stated in 1943 (^2:Gl) the
-
of all the Labor-Managesnent Cosaaittees reporting to the





Ho post war surveys of the extent of suggestIon ayot-
in Industry could be located. However, from the phenomenal
success those systens enjoyed durir rliS tap II, it can




OTHER INCENTIVES IN I 00
It Ml been shown previously that profit-sharing com-
panies have established deferred systems of payment. These
deferred payments have been fco provide pensions for their
retired and superannuated employees. Thus, the cost of the
pension plan administration has been paid in whole by profit
sharing. Used as an incentive technique, it has solved a
problem which is just now beginning to plague Industry.
The laoor movement first achieved union security with
the passage of the WpH Act in 1933. Their ftla since then
has been to stren t:>on union security and increase labors 1
share of the profits. During the post-war period, three
rounds of wage increases were gained for the laboring force
.
With the lav/ of supply and demand now In a more balanced
state and faced with a snail rise in unemployment , the labor
unions have turned to welfare dcinands . The union de:raands
in 19^9 have turned to pension plans, illness and disability
pay, life insurance, hospitalization insurance, and medical
and surgical insurance. This program has been terraed by
some executives as the wonb to tomb security. To further
strengthen the demands of labor, the Supreme Court on April 25,




effect that employers must bargain with unions on worker
pension plans. The Inland Steel Company had appealed the
decision of a United States Circuit Court decision to the
p&mam Court. However, only companies engaged in inter-
state commerce are affected, and the unions must be eligible
to use National labor Relation© Board ioery. Thus those
union leaders who have failed to 3ign non-communist affidavits
cannot force managements to bargain on these Issues.
In. the March |f$f issue of Factory (15:68-71) the ed-
itors attempt to show if the present demands of unions had
been operative since 1929 > only during just five years of
that twenty year period would corporate profits of all manu-
facturinc companies been larger than the cost of the welfare
plans as now proposed.
Thus it is seen the policies which have been developed
ncentlves and were planks in the personnel administration
plans of well managed companies, are now the demands of labor.
Pension Flans
It is anticipated that pension plans of $100 -p^^ month
as have beBn won for the mine workers will be the coal of
union demands in 1949, These demands will tend to climax
the phenomenal growth of pension plans in the past 0e
(31:27). The history of pension plans in the United States
can be divided into three phases: 1900-1925, company-
administered plans ; 1923-19^2, insured plans; and from 19^2
onward, insured and self administered plans (31:31). Company
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administered plans were those in which both administration
and control were in the hands of manaceiaent. These piano
were va<;:ue, poorly defined t and unreliable as recards pti'j-
it. Reserves were not generally set up* as the plans i?ere
not definite corraltnents of the conpanles.
Insured plans required the setting aside of funds and
payments yearly to an insurance conpany. The payments
were in calculated amounts which would be adequate to pay
the pension benefits a^ provided under the plan. It was an
actuarially sound system of accumulating pension reserves.
In addition, t highly trained investroent management for the
pension funds was provided.
In 1S&2, there was introduced a new type of insure
pension plan called the Individual Annuity policy plan.
Also banks began to act as managers of pension funds under
self-administered plans. Some companies becan to employ an
insured plan for one group of employees, and a self-
administered plan for another i;roup. This change in pension
plans was caused by the increase in personal and corporate
taxes which was enacted in 19^0, and the aaendioent In l$$t
to sections of the Internal Revenue Act affeetin loyee
pension and profit sharing plans
.
O'Helll states (jl:7^):
The true costs of a pension plan to an employer
are represented by the difference between bio fi-
nancial outlays to maintain the plan and the sav-
IS Mhleh resulted from reduced labor turnover,
the retirement of super annuated eraployees, and
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the Increased efficiency of personnel, all brou
-out through the operation of the plan*
He lists ten different factors which affect the actual
costs of a pension plan* It can be readily understood that
Li is a complex problen, A poorly planned pension pro-
m could easily spell financial doora for a company.
O'Neill's book gives an excellent treatrtent of this complex
subject. In actual use. will be found many varied plans,
dependent on the needs and financial condition of the com-
panies Instituting the plans (
In 19$9j O l Nelll made a comprehensive survey of 612
different pension plans covering twenty seven different
industries (31:252-329). ft* 612 plans Include 313 group
annuity, 132 individual annuity, 121 self-administered, and
twenty five combination and other plans. Approximately
6®j3 of the plans studied were in manufacturing industries.
Approximately 8l£ were established during, the years 1940-
49. During this period, 94.1$ of the individual annuity
plans were established, as compared with 83*90 an(3 72
for self-administered and group-annuity plans.
Of the plans surveyed, %J$ were established by corpora-
tions of either 1,000 to 4,999 employees (191 plans) or with
5,000 to 9,999 employees (71 plans). O'Neill states that
this distribution is skewed by t c --election of the companies
under study and does not reflect the true distribution of




less tlian one hundred people, -f then utilised indiv"-
dual annuity plans. Also, it was found that 2l£ of all In-
dividual annuity plans are founc among employers of one hun&re6
persona or less. Combination plans are in use most often
by employers of one t". r raore. For very larp;e employ-
ers, with fifty thousand e and over, self-administered
plane outnumber . m type of injured olan.
I percentage of plans providing for deferred vest-
ing was 67.3^, Veasing refers to the interest in the em-
ployers contributions by the employee when . Ithdra^s from
1 company. These withdrawal or severance benefits depend
on service, amount, and the form of the vesting. Service
was generally based on five, ten, or fifteen years service,
.en analyzed regarding death benefits, 75$ of the group
annuity plans provided gpmp life insurance to provide death
'benefits, fhii same percentage was found for self adminis-
tered plan - - lividuai annuity plans automatically
provide Tor a death benefit.
An analysis of the piano v ; disability benefits
found no uniformity of policy, but most plans had indirect
provisions attached. The individual annuity plans seem to
cover this phase more clearly than the other types. One
ipany in the ^roup annuity plan pays 96$ of the company's
contributions, immediately upon disability, in Other
companies have set-up separate funds which in effect con-
stitute self-administered disability funds.

.A nen Interpretation of disability was Instituted by
a large utility company in 19**?. On January 1, 1947* the
Consolidated Edison Company recognised alcoholism as a basis
for retirement of SMI lon^-tlaae employees on disability
pensions
.
Dr. John J'. Wittraer, the Director of Industrial Rela-
tions, was quoted as follows (39s4); Hi consider that
chronic, irretrievable alcoholism Is a disabling condition
because we feel that the basis for alcoholism is due to a
definite pathological condition.
The company reports that 10 to 13 employees have been
given disability retirements each year since the policy was
Instituted
,
Extent of Peng Ion Plans
As in M9 other surveys,, there does not seem too close
agreement in findings. However, the Bureau of National
Affairs, after an analysis of 1300 contracts, found that
only Sgf provide for pensions (22:203).
Holiday Observance Practice
1'his policy In Industry is one
I
has been expanded
i-iMltl-fold in the past ten years.. The National trial
Conference Board (27:0) has traced this growth of paid holidays
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It is seen that since 1936 when only gff of fcto* com-
panies paid for one or more unworked holidays a year to its
hourly workers, the practice has spread until in 1948, ',
of the companies had accept . ./.is practice.
The Conference Board found also that MM IK$ of the com-
panies have the saiae paid holiday practices for both salaried
and nan salaried workers. In the PtMlntn of tl*e com-
panies^ salaried workers are granted more paid holidays than
hourly workers, generally never more than three paid holidays,
The number of paid holidays varies frora one day which
represents &*SJf of the conpanies, to eleven days, which are
paid holidays for only l*3ff of the companies studied. How-
ever,, six days Is the majority practice for both salaried and
non-salaried workers. This number is specified by 64,
of the 190 company plans studied for hourly workers, and
by 5?*30 of the 264 companies studied for salaried employees.
The paid holidays granted are generally Hew Year's .Day,

Memorial Day, Independence Day* Labor Day, Thanksgiving and
ciiristnas Day*
Premium rates of pay arc generally paid for work per-
formed on holiday. 1 Industrial Conference
Board survey (27:7) found that hourly workers were paid double
tine for such vrork by 66.8^ of the companies, double ti
and one-half by 2<%& and triple time by J*^0 of the companies.
iariec! workers are generally paid tint regular sa plus
straight ttrse for the holiday bonus actually worked.
Eligibility requirements generally require a ;um
of service of frxi one to three months, but this practice
varies widely. Attendance roqulrenents in I of the com-
panies studied state that to be paid, the hourly worker raust
work the day before a;. ay after the holiday. Ihta sa.e
re^uirenent was found for 83
,
fjf for the salar .orlcers.
The attendance rules are generally inposed as a tc ue
to reduce absenteeism, and to withhold ?ioliday pay fron o ..-
ployees who are sick, disabled or on leave who would not have
worked on the day the holiday occurred.
The Board found that there existed no significant dif-
ferences between unionized and non-unionised companies regard-
ing paid holiday practices. Both lar;e and small companies
seem to be following similiar paid holiday policies. The
H'l'imi of six holi- villi pay for hourly workers appears
to be common for all industries* The public utilities in-
dustry was found to be the most generous in granting paid
holidays, with most cotapanies granting seven or more annually.
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. shipbuilding and iron and steel Industries were sranth
no paid holidays.
The survey aade by I ard covered the holiday ;;a,;e
practices of 265 companies covering 1,750,000 workers. The
Board concluded that th© iaarked increase of holiday pay for
hourly workers in the past tight years can bo attributed to
two causes (27 :S): to wart age stabilization orders, and
to holiday package wa&e agreement negotiated since the war.
The trend indicated by the survey m 1 Co chow that six
days of holiday pay is the optimum for the majority if in-
dustries and that no general increase is indicated in the
immediate future*
Paid Vacations in Industry
The Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department cf Labor,
report that ft survey in 19-13-1946 showed that three out of
four manufacturing; establishments had a formal paid vacation
plan for hourly workers after one year's service. Por office
workers, nine out of ten plants provided for a formal plan.
Hourly workers were generally granted one week's paid vacation,






A siialliar survey in !JJ7 disclosed that onl^ of
the plants gftfj paid vacations to hourly workers, while 8p£





urvey covered fift... -. ;._:-mfac; -n-
vurin^ industries. I'he nunber of company plans studied
mfemd 33*000, covering; se.-: lllon workers. ft* surv^
concluded (20:15) that fonaal vacation plans are cordon to
Industries having large units and hi&h Tftgf rates, and were
generally found in unionised companies. The chemical Indus-
tries provided vacations uost conraonly after one year's service
and also tended to furnish the Ion. acations. In non-^
:.ufacturia<,;. industries, electric light and power generally
granted two weeds' vacation after one year's service. Viewed
sectionally, the Hew England and Pacific Coast areas ra
\t in the proportion of formal paid vacation plans.
Sick Leave In Industry
i'omal plans for paid sick leave for plant workers were
found in less than Jjt of the nanufacturins companies, and
onl; iranted sick leave to office workers. Chemical co
panies were found to have formal sick leave plans more fre-
quently than any other manufacturing industry. By comparison,
fomal plans were found more frequently in non-nanufacturi.
industries. Wkm study showed that over 30 of the electric
power companies provided for sick leave , while a third of
all retail stores had fon.al plans for paid sick leave.
In 19*8, the Research Council for Economic Security
conducted a survey on this subject in the State of Illinois.
Hal findings of this survey agree quite well with the Bureau
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of Labor Statlatics study,. From its study of Illinois, t
Research Council attempted to number of firae
having fiimtt sick-leave plans in the entire United States
(33*9)* Its estimate did not a, :;ree with the Bureau '3 survey,
and the Council conclude c a real need exists for a more
accurate and detailed study on the development and extent
of formal sick-leave pia:
Office Worker Xncenti
-
The National Office Manacexaent Association conducted
a survey of 1507 companies in the United States and Canada
rei^ardin-j their practices and policies. It is an inclusive
survey and cover p§§ distinct types of benefits: leave »
Insurance and monetary lypil« Tlie data are broken down by
sis© and type of company and by geographical area, and pro-
vides a complete picture of company practices re^ardir^; office
workers * Table II shows the extent of the most prevalent
practices in ranlc order (30:5).
One factor which distorts this picture is the inclusion
in the survey of Canadian companies . As seven of every ten
Canadian companies reported concern for welfare of their
employees, the high percentage of companies reported having

































Table III shows the least prevalent practl .'or of-
fice workers ( 30 : 5 )
:
TABLE III
PEE CENT RANKING OF LEAST POPULAR PRACTICES
Rani: Practice
(p Companies
Do Hot Have Plans
1 Guaranteed Annual l*a®t
2 Purchase Plans 92











10 Pay Advances 01
The practice of the juarantcea annual wa.je was not sur-
prising! the survey showed only ff having plans of this nature

k5
Since the war, inclusion of v leave plan dropped
to a low level, W$ §m vpport this practice.
The fact that only 16$ of the companies stud: .'.;e a ureses-
tlon plans for office workers li not surpr , due to t
routine nature of the work.
Guaranteed Mage Flans
The Bureau of Labor Statistics has defined a L;uaranteea
wage plan in these tHH (19:1): 'A written or unwritten
arran^eraent by which an employer guaranteed or assured to sone
or all of his employees, in advance* a definite period of
eiaploysaent equal to at least three sont lis a year, or an equiv-
alent amount of wages/' o Bureau adnits that the definition
,ery broad, but by this definition,, no distinction is nade
between guaranteed ware and guaranteed employment.
History
Guaranteed wa;.;e plans are not new in American Industry.
The first plans in which employers assumed responsibility
for providing work or J for its employees was negotiated
in 1894 between the National Association of llachine Printers
and Color Mixers and the national t/all Paper Go. This cou-
pany was an aualuxation which, controlled 50 - 75JS of the
output of the industry. .uaranteed eleven raonths
'
employinent . Other plans were instituted in the brewery and
textile printers industries in the decade of the 1890' s. One
of the better known and still existent plan is the Proctor
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and Gamble plan which assured fort; it weeks' employment
to all workers with six raonths service. This plan was in-
stituted In 1923. Other well know Lade the Item-
Bush plan started in i , and the George A. Honnel and Co.
plan, a neat pac .. concern, "which was established in 1931*
During t
1
itara 1938-19^2 new plana were instituted 1
the rate of frora nineteen to twenty-three a year. The survey
of the Bureau of Labor statistics s 1 -owed that by the end of
1943, a total of 'lans had been introdv. .n th,e
United State
Extent of Guaranteed Wage Plans
The survey conducted by the Department of Labor .od
that there were only 196 plans still In existence by the
end of VA5 (3$f£), fett§*t of discontinuance of plans
of this nature are varied. Ninety-six plana were discontinued
in Wisconsin as the result of circumstances attendant upon
I of compulsory uneriployr.iem. iranee legislation.
In the remainder of trie cases, discontinuance v.: a*
the result of special problems facing individual enployci-s.
Generally opeakln;, the state of business conditions at the
time of discontinuance seemed to be Lnor factor, Several
plans were cancelled re of labor disputes
.
plans presently in force cover a total of 61,000
wor This Is about 1Z of the total work force of the
country. The Departroent of Labor points out that I -cni-
ficance of the plana lies not in their prevalence but on

their provisions and accomplishments (iy:9). The plans arc
most common In the food procc industry and the textile
industry. Very few plana are in use in the basic or heavy
industries . Outside manufacturing industries, the greatest
number of plans was found in the retail trade ;jroup, in mail
order houses, clot;, ad department stores.
It is to be noted that most of the currently operative
plans are found in industries having seasonal variations in
ana and production. The companies utilizing guaranteed
1MHH plans are generally of small size. About 55ft of t
plans are In establishments employing less than fifty persons
(ly:10). However, there are three plans in companies employ-
ing over ten thousand people. Ten percent of the plans are
found in companies employing one thousand or more people.
One hundred thirty of the piano v/ere found in unionized com-
panies, and sixty six plans were in oupanies which are not
unionized. Over 70$ of the plans are found in the Middle
Atlantic and Great Lakes re. . Very few are found in the
South or the West. Most of the plans guarantee employment
rather than wages. Most of the plans, 128, guarantee full
year employment. The plans generally are based on the con-
cept that the worker ailable to work when work is




suits of the Pla.
The greatest single result of operating under a ,.aiaran-
teed I ;>lan is the security given the worker. Other re-
sults include better labor relations , increased productivity,
attraction and retention of skilled workers, reduction
of training costs and low turnover, and ease of recruitment
of new employees. Many companies report that union security
is enhanced,
Many companies reported that the increased coats of
the plan were a disadvantage which was well compensated in
increased benefits of the employer. One advantage in a cc
petitive ;:iar:-;et is havin .ed labor costs.
3 Department of Labor reports that one-fourth o£ all
plans introduced had been done at union behest (I9*%9)«

CHAPTER V
ASPECTS OF THE HEPOHT OF THE ADVISORY
COMMISSION OH SERVICE PAY
The £ .Ion and Its Mission
On 10 December &9M • Hook Committee, named after
the nllilWim of the Advisory Ooranisslon on Service Pay, sub*
jted Its report to the Secretary of Defense. This coinralt-
tee was directed by the Secretary on 9 February 1940 to perform
the following (l:vll):
Furnish ine with a conprehensive study and
with recoiwmdatlons covering every sl&ilfleant phase
of a sound system of compensation for persons
all levels, and In all branches , of the Amed Ser-
vice , and also for those t .-d In comparable rank
In the Coast Guard* the Public Health Service and
the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
The Secretary emphasised that thorou^lmess and complete-
ness, although the problem was pressing and urgent, was more
Important than speed. The committee required ten months to
Ahft? and correlate the data and to reach Its conclusions.
This report was presented to the eighty-first Congre
as the basis for the establishment of a new pay scale for
all the Uniforcaed Services . Trie coamittee has presented its
findings in a list of thirty-three specific recor-saended chan
It has been noted before that an Incentive system must




This, coupled with well administered personnel policies,
form tii© foundations for an effective incentive procx
>.hout either one, an incentive program will have little
.nee for success.
The Secretary of Defense in his memorandum dated
February 9, l£M said further (ltvil) ''the Services need a
system of compensation which will enable them to attract and
retain their fair share of the best kind of men for all the
many varieties of jobs in the several Servicer , It is ob-
vious from the language of this memorandum that the present
scales of pay are not fair and equitable.
The Commission had no members of the Uniformed Services
in its roster. It interviewed people from all ranks of the
Services, and engaged in research and special studies. This
report is the tninkinc of prominent industrialists and busi-
nessmen. The purpose it chapter is to study the find-
8 of the Advisory Commission's Report, The most important
I of | Emission's report is the fact that the sur-
vey and study .o.
I last comprehensive study of the pay of tlie Unlfoi-
Forces was made in I :). Since the enactment of the
National Security Act of 194? provided for a sii rational
Military establishment, the Commission felt that 'All persons
within this or arilsation be iven an equal opportunity for
pay and promotion according to their ability'' (1:1;-;). Thi.
it is evident that the principle of uniformity, the basis

of all wag* and salary administration in Industry, has been
introduced. The £oal of the Commission MM to formulate an
integrated policy which would attract and hold adequate per-
isonnel In I ' as recards both numbers and quality
of xaanpoxrer.
Some Basic genets of this Policy
An Mjttlytta of this report iligMlfl clearly that the Con-
mission based its finding on some of the followinc principles:
1. The pay structure must serve the individual and the
National Defense program.
2. It is based on the principle of uniformity.
3. There should be no inequities betvjcen the several
tiervices as regards promotion and pay. It did find the pres-
ent pay for many grades inadequate,
k. Military compensation should be determined on amounts
1 in Industry for comparable civilian responsibilities.
Up principle to cover officer and enlisted ,.,raues, ar-
able to management and the wage scales in Industry.
Personnel in the military service should recoil
a comparable amount of security as do their civilian counter-
parts.
6. Military personnel shoulc arable opportun-
ity . personnel in Industry.
7« -Ion should be cOEsaensurate with responsi-
bility, and should promote parity among the Services.

8. Extra pay ana emoluments should be restricted to
those actually performed In line of duty.
9. Retirement a:jes in uany flPPtt&M should be lower than
comparable groups in Industr,
10. Pay Is not the on! 'action received for serv-
m rendered In a Military career.
ReconnendatIon I.
Recomiendation 1 Is quoted in its entirety (1:1):
Basic compensation of all personnel of the
Unlfomed Forces on active duty should consist of
basic pay, including length of service increments
,
and basic allowances for subsistence and quarters
.en authorised. The U ' of all Service person-
nel should be 1> j principle of pay for re-
sponsibility, and the amount should be related to
9 current rates of compensation in industry. In
addition, basic compensation should be augmented
by a United number of special pays and allowances




The Commission believes that the Uniformed Services
in its nee<^ for technically trained officers and men Is in
direct competition with Industry. They have, therefore, cor-
related the pay of the military to that paid in Industry.
The Commission states (1:1); ! It is patent that no private
industry comparison could be made with combat arras; however*
the Majority of Service personnel are not in ..>at branch,
and from within this s**oup were selec. id described and
mat Q ith their Industrial counterparts . The industrial

counterparts selected were in the eight field it finance;
transportation, construction, communications, selected nanu-
facturln \§ v/arehousing and procureiiant , armament and mochani"
cal equipment production, and shipbuilding. It is to be noted
,hese counterparts in Industry match up well with the
staff corps m several sei^ • The line and field
officers : compensation is not taken into account . The author
feels that the combat officer is receiving prejudical treat-
ment, and is paid on I ale as staff corp officers
tfm .-rally do not face combat in war, and in peacetime
serve limited amounts of sea duty. The Commission recommends
further, in Recommendation 9 (l:2c), that (l) Officers and
warrant officers should receive no additional pay for sea and
foreign duty, and (2) enlisted personnel should receive $15
per month in addition to basic compensation for each month
of sea or foreign duty.
Part 2 of Recommendation 9 is certainly anomalous, since
the Coiamission reports that since I enlisted pay on the
whole was about tripled, while officer pay was advancing on
the whole h^ less than one half (1:9). The Commission noted
that the scale adopted in 1946 averaged an increase over the
19^2 scale about VS$ for officers, 15-20^ tm m$m
of enlisted personnel, and $Q0 for the entry enlii. . rade
further exaggerated the trend favoring enlisted personnel.
The ;sion had this to say about compensation for
iitary personnel (l:x); Opportunity for promotion, types
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of duty, recreational facilities , leave privileges, and many
or factors are as important, if not nor© important, to I
:e people as pay itself . Possibly that concept
may be valid for a young recruit seaman with no financial
or family responsibilities; it is doubtful that the statement
is valid for any ?;iarried petty officer or commissioned officer
The experiences that group have undergone In the post-war
inflated economy to make ends meet financially would further
invalidate that S%>ttft« It is obvious that duty assign-
meats, recreation, and liberty for the one term enlistee are
important, and probably more important t .>netary compensa-
tion. For the career service man or officer, a statement such
as that previously quoted I . stable.
Fay Increases
e findings of the Commission recall tnat since 1
the percentage -wise increase in military pay for each grade
is as indicated in Table IV.
It is noted that for the enlisted grades, the pay has
been increased from 1160 for I ( m% senior grade to 40
for t vt junior grade, which lias been the most favored.
By comparison, in the same period, officers pay has been lu-
crea h>out IV ^or the officers of flag rank, to
• increase for the ranlc of Ensign. There has been a small
percentage increase in ft ade of Lieutenant Commander.
Particularly during the pre-war years, t e officers

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE INCREASE BJ PAY, IS 31 -1
Kb1i1 ted Per3onne
1
Years of >"er Cent increase
Gra Service Present ?ropo
| 4f 400
1 Ikk.k 358.3
5th 1 32 364.3
5 218.2 _ .1
3rd 10 154.3 246.2
2nd I9g»« 234.6









Ledr. 16 14.0 '.3
lr. 22 30.0 58.2
Captain 27 30, 64.1
R . Ad 30 14.0 7C.
in this grade who connanded the smaller units of the fleet
such, as destroyers, submarines , and certain of the auxiliaries,
and on capital ships arid shore stations were :he departacr
heads. The author feels ha., ,.,rade should have received
a lar;;e percen age increase in pay duri; | course of years.
I '!&?- Pa:/ Scale
pay scale is based 01 MM premises (1:2):
1. A pay scale mus , have start m each gmlt
to attract the desirable personnel.
2. Incentives should be provided for length of service,
but should cease after a reasonable length of time. Thi3
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prevents lower levels of responsibility receiving rates of pay
of the higher levels, thus reraovin incentive for stri;
-
ing for promotion.
3. Differentials between . i should be reater than
in-c;rade increases
,
k. Increased responsibilities should be rewarded ac-
cordingly.
J>« The pay scale should be based on the career it-
ancy of Service personnel.
6. All periods of service creditable under e::iotii
provisions of lav; for base and longevity pay 3hould continue
to be credited for basic pi recommended fty the Commission."'
The first f oints are valid and are compatible with
good wage and salary administration. However, point /6 is
inconsistent. Present law does not grant credit for cadet
or :en duty at the Service Acadeird.es for longevity.
Present law doea ^ive credit for R.G/Ir.C. training. This
inconsistency of policy is not equitable under present laws;
the Commission recommends that the latter should not be cred-
ited either. However, if persons are serving under military
jurisdiction and discipline > and are considered a part of the
animation, then fairness decrees this service should count
for longevity . ftllng the sarae lo f.slc, then time silent bjr re-
cruits in training should not count for longevity. The Co
mission does not recommend that this law be changed for
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enlisted ranel, and certainly in Industry personnel in
training pr 1 start their seniority the day they enter
training.
Ran t Classification Le vela
In Industry, practically all and salary administra-
tions include a range of pay in each classification level.
The purpose of . .:o-fold; it permits increase for
lorlt; grit increases of pay. rit increases
are sound incentive measures which permit pay increases within
a wage classification for reward to the better workers . Noth-
ing of this nature is to be found in the pay scales as pro-
posed by the Commission.
Although this pr '.ale is allegedly similiar to
found in Industry, this is another case of marked in-
consistency. This would have been an opportunity for the
Commission to Introduc iall incentive pay into the struc-
ture* In this nanner, officers and men could have heon
motivated to produce MM and perform their duties in a bet-
ter manner, In the hopes of feting recognized and rewarded.
: restri rules placed on the number in §fl i»ade who
could be eligible to receive in- -rade Increases for merit*
It would be administratively possible to operate such a plan.
3?he Commission states further (1:7):
o Commission recognises the danger to the
Nation of attracting to the Service .. men whose
prime motivation In life is personal gala rather
than public service. There are dangers in developin
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a favored military class. The rewards of our un-
itary leaders in the past have been nodes t pay, se-
curity., and % feetion and respect of the people.
The Coiaruisslon has not recommended pay scales for
the military parallelism . .Ilan pattern in
the highest brackets even though it believes that
comparable pay scales at lower positions are sound.
It is obvious that in the past t pay and security
have bfcen rewards of the topmost military leaders . However,
in the past decade, with the e:::-eption of possibly a dozen of
our topmost military leaders, the affection and respect of
the people ' has been sadly missing. Radio commentators and
news reporters continually refer to the hlgfa command of the
Armed Services as 'Army an. Brass . This phrase connotes
little affection and less respect. With respect tv rity,
tie Commission recommendations on this facet of the pay struc-
ture would only attenuate the security which presently obtains
in the retirement structure.
It is doubtful whether the Secretary of Defense , who
ordered this Com on to investigate the pay situation, would
now concur with the remark concerning the affection :
fe of the people. On Sunday, April 10, 19*9 » this leader
of the Armed For Ml viciously attacked by a .n^ton
columnist on a nation- broadcast as beinm 'out of his
mind and apparently has been partly so for some weeks (3*:
) , The secretary of Defense iiad re post on
March 28,1949. This man had resigned hi ilian duties at
an annual pay of $180,000 to accept a $10,000 a year adminis-
trative Job in in- -ton in 19*0. llz yorlced hard and

conscientious.. », nafcir talons and bearing heavy
IWUpdi fMlttllti duri; and post-war years, thia nan
was a real Bftgfcyr < I t and his country. The
diagnosis o . condition MM described by the Corimand.i
Officer of B I Hospital as follows ( 3^ s 6 }
:
Mr. Correctal at the present tine has a narked
low blood | .re, a secondary anenia, and a neuro-
muscular wea racteristieally seen
in states oi* exhaustion. His condition is directly
Hit result of § ork during the war and post-
war years. The only pc; I \'. rymptoras pr.
are those associated with a state of excessive fa-
.ue. The physicians In charge of his case anti-
cipate that a period of rest and nedlcal treatment
ill result in recover:.
o report continues ($h:&), 'The donate, however, had
been done. The propaganda-wise Russians had snapped up the
Pearson story fast. Moscow gti spread the text oi* Pearson's
broadcast over their front pages, extracting full value from
.plications of Fear. sensationalise # : This then is
the affection and respect of the people. Similar treatment
received by Generals VandereTlft , Patton, and Mitchell to
mention only a few of our outstanding military leaders,
Invalidate this concept of the Commission.
The political er newspaper opponents which any
military leader creates are bound to influence the thinking
and respect of the public at lar;e, as these groups directly
influence public opinion.
Returning to the subject of comparison of civilian and
the proposed military compensation, the results are as found
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in Table V. These I fca are scaled figures transposed
froiu the chart provide'. fefet OfflMiflfilttlt (1:21), arid are
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Lower Limit (offiuerti, base pay plus
allowances without dependents; enlisted,
base pay (including found, value 108).
Upper Limit (officers and enlisted Grades
1-4, ~ase and mtOKixem longevity pay
plus allowances with dependents; enlisted
Grades 5*7, base and raaxlEiura longevity
pay.
Limits represent lowest and highest
rates reported in survey for comparable
civilian positions.

Co&iparii. enlisted ; •!* with that found in In-
dustry, in the lower ^ra: .nimum rate Is
Mp with t eptlon of | 3, 2, znti 1.
earning rate for enlisted personnel 1 $B* in all
gpi . Ml exception of rades 6 and 5, and very
little disparity eriats there . The ; M earn-in;; rate in
pay grades I 1 is higher. A 1 .*ity of $400 ts
;en tb ales , with the enlisted personnel rate In
the more favo:p ^ion.
In oompar:. rates and their civilian
counterparts j it ±& shown that t' litary minimum rates are
icr in all the exception of the flog rani:.
However, a jreat disparity tJCiSta between the upper i'
of the t 'rem a
. MB Of |JL#t50
in the urade of Lieutenant and rifting at positively accelerated
rate to the flaj rank where a difference of $23*375 is found.
It has lonc> been a - .>rd in the . that the best
pay KWflt is pay oracle one, t: :-.ide of Chief Petty Officer.
Tliis grade by comparison with all ot: . Rtftftj
officer and enlisted, rece ' the maximum pay with the min-
imum of responsibility, T dations of this Co i.on
does not change this condition*
Special Compensation
There are about fifty separate special pays In the Uni-
formed Services. However, this discussion will be concerned

i*ith a i hazard -lucent:":, .al pays, submarine
and flying tut
At the present tirae, both of these duties receive a
50^ increase of base pay as an incentive for pmoiim^ to enter
these duties. Prior to ^orld War II, sv .ne officers p
ceivecl a 2.%* inc_- pay, and qualified submarine
enlisted personnel re 2D additional per month. Avia-
tion personnel received the 990 differential for nany
years.
Proposed Hazard Incentive Rates
1
-ii i n i n I « II m i 1 I n il* 11 «nrw M i J ii
The Commission has recommended the following rates of
incentive hazard pay for flight and submarine duty be insti-
tuted :
TABLE VI




(Trade per IS&i Pay per Honth
Captain 210 Grade 1 75.00
Conniander 130 Grade 2 67.50
Lieut. Comdr- 1:30 Grade 3 60.00
Lieutenant 120 Grade 4 52,
43,00Lieutenant (jgj 110 Grade
Ens. 100 Grade 37.30
.'rant Officers 10c Grade 7 30.00
At n* lance it would appear that these hazard-
rates 'w'ould decrease neatly the e::tra eonpen-
-on r<: ally, there would be little red.
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of pay and in the case of Lieut. $ I :der there villi be an
increase of total compensation received. In the enlisted
personnel, this group would receive a reduction in incentive
pay of about
The Comission justii. Aw higher hazard rate of pay
on these pounds (1:27):
1, Special | 3t be in proportion to basic
pay.
2* Officers are generally ordered to greater
special responsibilities than enlisted per-
sonnel on hazardous linlpitntt
3, With respect to flying particularly, death
ratea for enlisted personnel have been con-
sistently lower than for officers.
Sea and l?erel;jn Duty Pay
The Commission, in Recoraaendatlon % recontaends that
additional pay for sea and foreign service duty be abolished,
while at the same tliae the pay for enlisted personnel should
be set at $25 per month for each taonth spent at sea or in
foreign dut.
To foil \ | Coiaraitfcee ' s thinking Ml
subject, its position is quoted in full (1:20,29):
flle Commission concluded that sea duty
for naval personnel, as well as oversea duty for
the Array or Air Force, alt: probably Involv ...
are inconvenience than military activity. re
or at lamm, is a part of their nornal career. As
such, it does not parallel >ly unusual for-
eign Ml ant in industry or the" Federal Civil
rviee for which an incentive premium is offered.
ni here, the top acini:, fetor vn relat
little extra pay for an oversea position. Officers,
especially, do not deserve extra pay for this type
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of duty, since the pay re.. :ded for them is
apportioned to their relative responsibility as
execute orators, regardless of their
to of operation. Additional compensation is
un: . md \m
be expected as a normal incident in a chosen career.
Unusual e::pev: .aourred .rtue of foreign or
i duty mi . • 1c under trie Foot and
Duty Allowance recommended by the PowudlttiOtt.
For enlisted personnel, the CoHiaiasion pro-
poses a flat rai .-rease, as in keeping nit
oepted industry practice for dleaseeable or
unplc . work and as a morale factor. A percent
-
;a of pay increase for these duties bears no rela-
tion to the inconvenience felt by the individual
nor Is the unpleasantness in proportion to the
.:de or rating.
a Demission is basing its recommendations on a ca-
parison of salaries and \. paid in Industry. It cted
earlier that the industries t . csion took as its models
matched well with staff officer duties and respons lb 11it.It
but not much consideration was r;iven the line officer. The
Cormlsc ion stc
. -
Indus tr. cats incentive 0Wy for over-
seas ut for the naval officer, this is to
considered part of career activities, and the site of opera-
tions is not to be considered.
en considering enlisted personnel, the Commission
states that in keeping with industrial practice in paying
for disagreeable and unpleasant work, and as a morale factor,
it rcr «ds the additional pay of $15 per nonth for §|
duty.

ri.fr , Severance Pa*f* anx!
.
Jenofit
In its introduction to IMA phase of It , the
Cor&dsslon states that a retirement plan could be urged for
these reasons (1:30)5 A3 an attraction to flit %n& Mil MiR
in . U . - - til Qbll:;a-
>ns to its employee ^railve aid to separate
I unfits *»iln on problem. How*
MP* Ihi -sion l Oft* It
claim* the or:" lid reason for 1 rtMftt ptfajIM li to
handle the .*,mnuation proolc
. If the pay scales
are ^oaparable t Ml paid in Industry , then If • priori
1 the retirement be. souId be cosaparablc , In the
.April . | of Hi f v ••'!), I
report of the Kaval .r. -o defences the views of
.-.-: I« It gave the complete
report of the retiiartoa of this officer Mwn he appeared before
the Armd Services Subcommittee of the Congress M
investl.^at * reeoswmcSations of the • omission,
0?his presentation me too long to record here, but it describee
eeassplcsel- the lagte and eighty year hiatory of the naval
retiret^ent syatc-
5?he recommfSatiunz of Mi Caaaiiaision on . t
wore ita Ifl nuwber* Kos all Kill be included in tUtt a*is~
cuttaion.

was stated previously t ,c personnel polio 1
of the Navy are often vaclllatory In nature-. In Vjh'f 3 I
law relating to voluntary retirement v?ac chanced, perraitti i
officers to f i i after twenty years $mmim±8m& service;
prior to thi.v thirty years serv' W|WllF«l, fhXM
change was effected for several reasons, I l an added
inducement to reserve officers to accept a commission In the
alar 1 - :ore la ;>nt, it penaltted officers to
. after 1 m service to prevent stagflation of
promotion. Wi * Did rise In Pi :.ioned by the war I
vaneed r.uiny I pa year.') ahead of the normal rise throu
the intemaediate ranlss
. As a result, roany officers presently
in the rank of Coiasuander would have had to spend twenty yearo
or more in the ranks of Commander and Captain, excepting the
Wf small percentage .a would be selected to flag rank,
if the thirty year service requirement were maintained. To
hunp, earlier voluntary retireiient was logically
reduced to twenty years . It could be expected, too, that I
physical and mental drain on these officers occasioned by
m would reduce their effee,. in the navy a:
twenty year
However, the Commission does not consider Ht&i reason-
in,;, valid , and in Recommendation 2:3, advises that voluntary
retirejjjent should not be permitted until after thirty years

omd service, or to retire after twenty
years service if . I d.
The Commission rev. , mt the retirement plan
should be non-contributory with all easts helms w&k by the
Government on a ; > that Is, without fund:
This recommendation ocl on the fact that the Government,
contrary- to Industry, he power to tax; that any special
funding would serve no useful purpose and only introduce
W»e(11mil bookkeeping* At a press conference in Washington,
in March %$k9$ the President of the United States recommended
that all Uniform;, .-"/ice personnel have $f of all salaries
withheld to defray the cost of tlve retirement plan, that is,
a contributory plan. In llgfete of the fact that the low sal-
aries paid military personnel he MM ascribed to the fact
that it was helping; to pay for the retirement plan, these
diametric views are irreconcilable.
The payment of severance pay or short terra benefits for
those persons involuntarily separated from the Service I
sound. The Personnel Act of 19^7 stated the policy that un-
qualified and misfit officers should he separated from the
Service as early in their careers as possible, so as to permit
them to start another career in a©roe other field while still
young and vigorous. The previous policy had been a steady
attrition of officers by the selection system. Thus many
officers would, .aivoluntarily separated iron the Service
after he devoted the productive years of their lives to

the Service and, would In a Naval career to
be successful in 1 • . lit. A naval offi-
cer, after jpmilng ten to fifteen years in the naval service,
develops fev# ; an be transferrc Uian
pursuit. Only after poz i; -graduate study is he ti to
enter HH civilian pursuit, Ml spent riany yea..-
in the Service, his services are not de> nany companies.
He is past his priue and is not considered a ,;ood investment
by most coiapanie
The Conraission reconssended that enlisted personnel
ited a retireruont pro^ra parable to that enjoyed by
officers. It would appear that this recocsiendation is not
only sound but eminent. ir.
Disability Retirement
The biggest change recoutriended by the Commission is
that one affect In disability requlreiaen...
Under present laws, personnel retired because of phy-
sical disability are retired nil I of base pay in the grade
then serving. This pay is ta:t free.
The Commission has offered these changes to the present
laws (1:46):
(2) . . . • (Th .-• jod fron the services
for i of lc receive
severance pay as computed under Keconomendation
B nininan of 3 Rents 11 pay, or a service




ie during the first .renent for
disability. If duri: ear per , er on
found physically uuallficd for active duty and
IS not reach* i returned I
active duty ; if not found qualified for active duty,
deterrain. ' of t -lo(l s and
the person has had 20 years of service , including
tine spent on 6. ;as reached age 60
for officers, or for enlisted personnel,
our'" ':, -year could '.fled
to a aer fltttiyeufnt status.
(7) Persons *1 Xe for voluntary service
retlrorient , who are removed fro© the active list
by reason of dlsabil: ; , i ild have retired pay
computed and paid under the ser orient
provision/ oval should br :ed a serv-
ice retirement.
Previously,, the degree of disability did not affect the
amount of retirement pay. It Is noted that by paragraph
(2), severance pay only Mould be granted,
I security generally spoken of as regards a career
in the naval service is what the Commission x\<m proposes to
remove by law. The security given naval personnel was the
knowledge that if they were rendered disabled from any cause,
the retirement benefits would at least provide a vq^j modest
living if they were unable to take up other pursuits. Con-
sider the fact that for years the Navy has offered this as
an inducement and an incentive to make the I-Javy a career.
This security, were it summarily removed, would remove the
best incentive the Navy presently has
.
It is noted in paragraph. (7) that if a led person
is eligible for a service retire at the time of his d;L




Continued - "sudy Of 'roblc .
Wk§ in BlCOM ;) uu&^sts
j . :itinued stu . - nnel problems in I ;,
IfWinilffig a ourren. f - of the proposals of this Commis-
sion, be undertaken in | .:e of notary o.'. (MM*
.visly I .-.._.-...;... I m, and the recom-
mendation 1. | vise and . one.
It is obvious that trie problems of the Co; I .ion were
..>le::. By some o - recoi. ^ions, t .>uld remove
many inequi^ .hich ft£ in the Uniformed
.:•
. However, i appear to the author Hi
of their recommendat: ..reduce policies which are
in themselves unbound and Ill-advised.
It does not seem sound ombat services, pro-
tective services j and medical I under ft Mi uniform
ipensation plan* The job analysis of a combat san reveals
one all per. | factor, namely, to kill. That is what
ho is trained for, his mission and his only reason for bei.
It is not found in any job analysis in Industry, The hours,
the working conditions, the inconveniences, and the inpersa-
anence §| I life, do not have a similiar counterpart in
Industry. In this instance, by trying to resolve a wa^e and
salary policy comparable to one in Industry, the Commission
has been il: .1 and unfair to the line and the field offi-
cers and men of the combat services. The Coj
l
on apparently
lias not gasped the concept that life a. is still dangerous

it an officer is on & , all tisies; and that the work-
ins dtejT at :.ea 8? rut 16 hours under nornal fc*
,; would seen to have been mm 1 I to have drawn
up a pay structure tW . one for the Health
Ser to include all . Is
. Uniformed nervi .ird for . active serv-
of the Coast Guard arid Coast ml Purvey.
-.,
Tever, the most -. „lng a ' the entire re-
port is t % has been done, and tliat a
continue j be nade of this coiaple:-: pro It is
one which PC men a continuous analysis and stu
Effect of trie Present Pay Structure
The inadequacy of the present pay structure is reflected
in the resignations submitted. In Table VII (9) are shown
data on male officer r- ons submitted to the Navy during
the period 1 March 1948 - 1 :larch 319*9
1
TABI^ VII
RESIGNATIONS SUBMITTED DURING PERIOD
ECH 1948 - MARCH 1



















B anal &f Table VII shows that for llaval Aca
graduates, !rG^ of ;Ion3
economic r I £W non-Haval ''ray officers,
29.3^ of the resignation
rea. It ic inter :> note that o
.aed officers, 123 or
.approved. However , for tlie 213 re
subnittc .ion-Naval I :;/ officers, only $8 or Wt$ were
i proved - I -j ^raduau
I voluntarily oepaiv . inill
as cioea ft n
.
jrachate.
In Table VIII (10) aa - brealc <lavm the
resignations a I July ia4G to 1 April










































An analysi U opted shows t
the Line had |$«4gf of the total, the Supply Corp C mA
the Nurse Corp kl.6cfi* Tlie h: ..^centage of nurses' p
nations Ml probably can: .fly by raarrlaces . It
apparent that most of trie Staff Corps are sat.. i a
naval career, whereas the line is by comparison much less
satisfied n - career.
Regulations Governing officers resignations are laid
down in the Bureau of .1 Personnel ial, &9%9 (7:249).
Article G-10336(c) states, An officer I - . his i-
jion will include In the lett; it the precise
reason for submitting the resignation
These re t with amplifying ret;. - follow:
3U Fay s Ifhls Inelu • involving either
comparative or £ .ateiie. oncer. .one-
HPJT returns. It in lia-
bility of a civilian job at higher pay, insufficiency
of inco, ' financial
in the future, or any other reason which refie,:
dll or the pay scale i
the tlavy.
2* Promotion : This includes reasons involving dis-
. fac'ti " bh or ">f the
or plan of promotion in the Navy. It ale
«al development in
the case of Staff Corps personnel.
3. HougL3Jte: ludes reasons re latin...: to
.
'
"Llity of faom life, Ox of home li.
are and up~brinline; of chil-
. . al welfare
j
.cui-
<&&* It aloo inclu-'.
or welfare of
undents or parents.
k. Feraonal Inc ocipat lbllity : This indue; •-
mints whicn declare or I Lb-
-sfaction with regard to naval life or professional

Interests. It also includes stated lack o. or-
est in a naval career , a desire for free . i~
perarsental and maladjustment, or a preference for
the civilian way of life.
5* Sd.ucatipn: £his includes all statements of
des ires" " or
"
plans for furt£*er civilian ©duoati...
6. Physical Complaints : This includes statements*




M analysis of 100 re ascribe the rer. for
reslGninis as shown in Table I
TMIM I














It is evident that pay, lack of hosse life, and the dif-
ficulties attendant upon a naval career are the chief sou;,-
of diss a-. tier;.
An analysis of tin . . ortant t .m
life is in the total satisfaction in a na reer.
ict of the working venditions attendant in a naval
,*eer were possibly not Oemission
in its study of the proble.

CHAPTER VI
'mSKKBStm IN THE •* §, NAVY
Before c Inccr. .>ntly in use in the
U. I -• " ryj it is m ary to study the personnel who are
entering the Navy today aa recruits.
General Qraar 'ley, U. 3. Amy, in an article
sten for pi uion In an American raa&asine {GilK) quoted
an eminent pay. .ialysis of the new meruit:
.irtime brother,
healthier, better seho 1 ,1 more adept at learn. He
is also
.
iy undlacipllnect, jealou. ,f his rights
but not of his responsibilities. Moreover, he la -mercenary
and a: alstic to authority in alnoat any for General
Bradley i. Is tliafc t... heat, of the Veterans . na-
tion. It is safe t. la will apply
to the present-clay Havy recruit, && the source for both is
This, then, is the product of our tisaea, trie clay i«hich
/ receives to noId into a disciplined, alert, capable
roan o'warsraan. To mold, at the MM time, into a better
citizen .rt of the goal, This fcf a real challenge to
the offloero and wen of the Navy,

Another question which should be ered is why do nen
enter tl*e naval service? A survey (11) conducted in IflT
recorded the r- I frequent I. neu recruits
Iggji the bop trade tn, i travel
miw>ii J i 15. 5$.
In the author's four reflect some
;urity . I of ( • ;ruitinLs pro-
notef 8 I and three refl- atare
Mi of the now recruit thUtj who enter t
& trade train 11 defi: al, villi probably
b* t:/.c I- ableaome. ..._". :>o
apply pfc hard, and are no. •Iplinary problems.
It is fefcd which ..•.Id like to dc into
car sen. It m people of t roup who have
to be sold the If lire. If they do recnlist, the
personnel of jroup usually dove;. jellent men.
The group • Navy for oou-
rlty alone \ddle pally pro-
no special problons, are m are ex-
celled .ocrity. The personnel who enter the




generally as nappy as the Kavy is whe . end of their en~
feaml arrives . ffeg iranaturity of I :es them
easily dissatisfied, I and shirkers, and the poor




The security offered in the Navy is presently of a hicher
order than Industry can offer. All the personnel in I
Navy, both officer and enlisted, flgM salaried rinel.
Although it is lower for the office. ftn for comparable
positions in Industry, the fact of guaranteed i for fifty
m of the year cannot be equaled by Industry. It h:
b&en pointed out that only about Ijf of the laboring force in
Industry is covered by guaranteed I ians.
Organised labor is seel: .eh inclu
hospital insurance, :;..• ftl insurance I .o. All
naval personnel are hospitalised when necessary, and adequate
raedical care can be received at any ship or station without
cost. All .m& al. MMH continue whether on full duty
or on limited duty. Full dental care is also provided for
all naval p . >nel.
In t; which prevents furtlier
al service, pensions are provided. However, this incentive
to enter the Havy for a career v/ill be greatly reduced if the
Hook Committee ffiQOimiifiiilH l« This ha ays
been one of the str usfcimH for enter.!*, ivy
as a career. However, the introduction of th; ftp*




;un and in many eases ha. m the
Navy 1 pension
,
particularly far the executive
:tions. Ho •, few industries can compete wit

pension plan for cnl:l I i:nel. The Bureau of Haval
Personnel in one of its recruitment pamphlets ( esti-
mated that to provide t; Bf Petty Officer re-
ceives after tvrent; .e would require the pureha
of an annuity costing $32,00: fter t years W ft*
and upon tr '.oet 8 ',-hief Petty Officer
receives retired nay of $107.23 per month. At present, the
sain, month froi .^re
:d administers the United Mine . upon
reaching :ty; this is exclusive o; v | security.
Cc: fact that members of the Armed , are
not eligible rity, the disparity existir.
between pensions :ln Indu naval .'.11
m be If the $ a pensions from private
Industry, then these pensions, coupled . , lai security
and old age pension: >on outstrip I ;neflts r-
ceived from naval pans io;
Officers can presently retire £y rift 8« 8« naval Ml
ice after twenty years service. This
does include longevity, but d Ft include rental, subsist-
ence, or an- w allov?anc^.
Another sense Of lilted naval personnel
by aluays beinr; provided food and living., I t. This does
not Include dependents, but for saany enlisted personnel,




, i .i.i...... i ii H i iiiii h. i i i.iii. . H I Mil I »
f&\e naval service offers incentive pays for special
duties and servicer ., . :rine and flight personnel /e
of base pa. -onsation for these types of
duties. Beep sea clivers, personnel ii oa or foreign
duty, and submarine rescue personnel receive extra eonpensa-
tion ifnon e 4 in these dutio
Enlisted personnel serve BHOI are paid (
per month e:;tra t&t&i so acting in that detail (?tM310).
Enlisted personnel receive $2 per xionth extra compensa-
tion for each award of any of tiie following roedals: Medal
of Honor, Distinguished Service Medal, Dlstinguioljed flyta
188*89$ Navy Cross, Ravy Silver Star tledal, and the Navy and
Marine Corps r-fcdal |Tl I ').
Enlisted personnel who are qualified in the am which
they iaay be required to use may be paid not in excess of
five dollars per aonth of extra compensation (7sA^308).
lieline of Be:"
i.^i^imw i n i i \4itmhtnmmm .wi i 'mfc, h i ii.i—hm...—
-
h»Wti j n.nrt»-
In-' - - tries to engend of be Lug
to ite worirers , Host tinpi iter t' i . Mfey
life. Lr plants j . • o edu-
oicna?. .arly identify' t" ;rlth
rk and the er. tructure of the con-
pany. Many iONp anal open-house lants
so t no be boat to their families .aunity

Tho plant newspaper is ml to the horses of tho tftft
enc: ' ; the entire li to be fef&Sg a part
ox* the conrpany. Hev; mSFtetpl arc fljjjglilly as .--a to an
older worker H :.ll introduce hin and make eel ttl
in 11 of . . fceotmiqtMW d2x> u,,od in
whole or in part by m&i ..ard this:, .upanies to 1—taf
cloyees feel at hone and part of t. >n.
As stated earlier, tho uniform itself eni^enders a feel-
ing of belon^in^. However ;h all the raen eatli: Leep-
li and WB ther, the !!•- it a Ivantage over
Industry. Good leadership, fair personnel practices and
treatment, are necr evelop this feeling into one of
production and cooperation. The naval officer who feels t
nien in I /y do not banc t .or inforroally as warn do
collectively and fonaally in Industry is laboring under a
conception. Tliere can be I trie tion of output
in the Service as is dona in Industry. Soxae naval officers
only recognize cliques wl-jen they appear anions the discipline
violators . Informal social groupings exist tJiroushout the
Navy, and they can be a force for good or evil. In tc
restricted sense, there is a collective force in tlie Navy.
bilit^ 11






Prior to the war, it usually rec,. frora
twelve to fourteen years to reach this rate. It Is belie
that pre; m In Industry are not aa rapid m are found
In the Navy.
The promotion rate for officer personnel |i not as
rapid aa for enlisted personnel . Under normal conditions
an officer can expect to ijHftd folio- .. /ears in each
Grade ao indicated in ( : , 102):
T/il .















If it i ,0 of an officer at
first oars, an officer will be forty-
fore he reaches the rank o.; .,ain.
..apiual *M$Sj
..ations, or squadron corHuander ..'oyex^o or sub-
»In.
Character and re o£ ...
.r,: In Industr. .ially repetitive and routine,
i/ork in the Havy |i varied, generally interesting, and in
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roany cases more xneaninsful . This latter fact is most obvious
in the machine shops of our shore establishments engaged in
©hip repair wori
Ho comparative survey has been made in the Navy as was
done in Industry by the Fortune Poll in 1947. A poll of
factory workers disclosed the following information: fcjff
reported their work was interesting nearly all fetal time,
and 3%^ reported their work was interesting most of the time.
Only Vl0 reported most of their work to be dull and monoton-
ous > and Just 6£ reported their work to be completely dull
and uninterestln
One factor of navy wori: to augment its interest is the
travel and changing situations one continually meets. Visit-
ing new ports t war games, shake-down and training cruises
add a variety to the work which Industry is unable to natch.
However, this continuous chance is not advantageous for a
ill se&aent of the Navy population. The older a person
gets* or the more horae responsibilities he has tends to nake
a nomadic existence less desirable, Por soos it weakens their
sense of security (23:236).
Quality of Supervisory Leadership
A comparison of the quality of the supervisory leader-
ship in Industry and the Navy is difficult.
:tctory
if (I4:o2-3o) conducted a survey of factory workers
in 19^8 to determine their attitudes on various subjects.

On the question of leadership, gTJJ rated their foremen good,
ggf rated them as average, and 9$ rated their foremen as
poor. On the subject of 'knowing his stuff," 810 said he did
and 13$ said he does not know much, while 60 load no opinion.
Ho comparable information could be found regarding how
enlisted personnel feel about the Chief Petty Officers and
the Division Officers who have immediate supervision over
them* However, it has b^on felt in the Navy that the quality
of leadership displayed hy these two groups is not up to
pre-war standards. The present petty officers in the Serv-
ice do not have the training experience and seasoning which
their pre-war predecessors had. The sane comments would
apply to the junior officers in the Havy. This is one area
which the Havy has tried to correct since the war. However,
in the main, this leadership is generally considered good and
is Improving since the close of the war. Prior to the war,
a close and amiable relationship existed between the Division
Officer, leading petty officers, and the men in the division.
Ship Service and Commissary I>tore Privileges
It has he^n the practice of many companies to conduct
stores for their employees, to sell them company products at
cost, or to permit the company purchasi; out to buy mer-
chandise at considerable discount for company employees.
f-Sany companies have reported varying amounts of these serv-
ices offered to their employees. The biggest criticism has

always been from retail merchants located near the company
operations or community where the majority of ft , :->loyees
lived
i
Wtm Navy has offered these serv; jo its personnel
in a much more expanded program. Aboard ships it has canteens
and ship store ;-re many articles of necessity and comfort
are sold. At most of its shore establishmenta it conducts
Navy commissary stores where household staples, meats and
groceries are sold. Ship service stores also stock items
of clothing* necessity and luxury items.
Prior to and during the war, naval pex*sannel effected
great savings by purchasing through these outlets* Since
the war, the commissary and ship service stores have h&en
of little benefit to naval personnel. The selling prices
of most items are comparable to those found in normal retail
outlets, and on some items, the prices are higher than those
found in civilian stores. The best commendation for their
continued existence is for the convenience of naval person-
nel and tlreir dependents.
As was to be expected, since the uar the retail merchants
associations near Navy commissary stores and ship services are
clamoring that these services are in direct competition with
them, and should be closed. Tlie continued existence of these
functions is now up to the Congress, and it is possible that
many of them may be closed in the near future.
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If this should happen, another service will be lost
to naval personnel. The convenience and economy of naval
personnel will suffer thereby. These services in the past
have been of great monetary benefit and convenience to this
group, and are a definite benefit to naval personnel and
their families.
Strangely enough, Etany officers ? clubs which are now
open to the Reserve components of the services are subject
to the same critic isos, i.e., operating in direct competi-




It was noted that only one per cent of the total work
force of the nation is covered hy this type of guarantee.
All officers and Eien in the naval establishment are salaried
personnel, and are in effect, operating under a guaranteed
;e plan,
Holidays
Industry in the main (grants six paid holidays pev year.
Navy regulations (41: Art .2106} state that the 1st of January,
22 February, 30 May, 4 July, Labor Day, 11 November, Thanks-
giving, 25 December, and any other national holiday as di-
rected by the President will be observed as a holiday in t
Saval establishment. This Is a total of eight holidays cc
pared to the average of six paid in Industry.
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However, naval personnel In a duty status on holiday*
do not receive premium pay as is the industrial practice.
Paid Vacations
It was found that there are a wide variety of paid vaca-
tion plans in Industry. In the Ilavy, officers and raen are
allowed 2j days per month ** active service per year (42:
Art. 1283). Thus, for each year of service, thirty days'
leave with full pay and allowances is allowed. This plan
is more generous than Industry presently offers
.
In the past, Ilavy officers and men were not given the
opportunity to take advantage of leave each year* However,
the present policy of the Havy Departisent is to encourage
officers and n»n to take their full allowance of leave each
year.
Sick Leave
Personnel in the Na M (A are sick or disabled are ftttfa
full raedical treatment at no ohar&e. Full pay and allowances
continue while in this status. If recuperation leave is
found necessary, this leave does not subtract from the annual
leave allowance.
In comparison to the plans that Industry presently lias,
the sick leave plans of the Navy are more generous.

chapter vii
incentives in industry adaptable for use in the navy
Introductionl"'W» i » ' "H I
- In April of !9%Tj Senator Henry Cabot Lodge proposed
that a complete investigation be nade of the organization of
the United. States Li;overnraent . The result of this proposal
was the formation of the Comraisslon on the Reorganisation
of the Executive Branch of the Government. This Commission
liiad as chairman forr.ier President Herbert Hoover, This Con-
mission has forwarded to @08gp»a* eighteen reports and twenty-
five other suraaations by 'task force specialist ft had
investigated every agency of the government. The cost of this
Commission's work has been estimated to date to be $1,900,000
(35:2) . Its purpose was to reorganize all agencies of I
governiaent to operate in the most efficient nanner possible.
In the course of his investigation, Hr. Hoover has
charged the Amaed Forces with inefficiency, extravagence and
waste (3^*6). In another charge, Mr. Hoover is quoted as
saying ( 33s3) J The soldier soiaetines has little appreciation
of how hard it is to earn a dollar. di same statement
would be true if he had substituted sailor or naval officer.
The disregard some officers and enlisted personnel have for
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material, tools, and public property In general is of a hi
order. In the opinion of the writer, the waste and misuse of
manpower by some officers and petty officers Is deplorable.
In the course of this study, the following Information MM
found (21:3);
Since 191^15 there have been riders attached
to the Army, Wavy and Foot Office Appropriation
Bills specifying that no part of the appropriation
shall be available for the salary or pay of any
officer, manager, superintendent, foreman or other
person or persons having charge of the work of any
employee of the U.S. Government while Baking or
causing to be nade With a stop watch or other tirae-
irseasurln^ device a time study of any job of any such
employee between the starting and completion thereof,
or of the novesents of any such employee while en-
:ed upon such works nor shall any part of the
appropriations made in this act he available to pay
any premium or bonus or cash reward to any employee
in addition to his regular wages, except for ill
;stions resulting in improvements or economy in
the operation of any government plant; .... (Public
Law 441-TTth Congress).
This rider on the appropriation bills would tend to sub-
stantiate the stateraent of Harold Davies, Laborite nenber of
Parliament. Mr, Davies is quoted as follows (36:2): There
is only one difference between England and the United States—
you have bad politicians and good businessmen whereas we have
good politicians and bad businessmen/ In effect, by this
rider the Congress would tend to put a penalty on efficiency.
Profit Sharing In the Navy
Xt is believed that this technique is adaptable to the
y. It is proposed that It should be tested in this fashion.
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The plan must be protested on a small group of vessels
to determine its feasibility. Through the course of the years,
the Navy has accumulated data on just how much it costs to
run a naval vessel, say a destroyer or a submarine. It knows
the cost of maintenance of trie engineering plants, the replace-
ments of parts, and the expendable supplies and tools needed
to run these vessels. With a careful compilation of these
data, it could set the budget cost for maintaining and oper-
ating; each vessel in the Navy. For the engirieeri.ni/; depart-
ments, factors would have to be calculated for miles steamed
and for days in port. The competition would include all
the departments of the vessel, and the budget would include
a schedule based on all title C items. Hot to be included
in the budget would be the payroll for the officers and crew,
nor the ration allowance. Th^ particular reason for not
including the latter is the fact that some over-enthusiastic
supply officers might try unwisely to save too much money
on food.
After calculating what it has cost in the past as an
average to run each type of vessel, the standard should be
set at about 8C$? of the total cost in the past. The reason
for this belnL to permit raising the standard in the future
if experience later tended to validate this action. It should
also prevent rate-cutting if the results should prove too
advantageous to the erei*. This is often a complaint of or-
ganised labor working under incentive systems, As postulated
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earlier, this plan should be tested on only one vessel in
each class 'before it is accepted as policy for all vessels
in the Navy,
The period of operation should span from the end of
one overhaul period to the beginning of the next overhaul
period, generally eighteen months. The difference between
the estimated and actual cost to run the vessel for that
period would be the profit to be shared. If the actual
cost were larger than the estimated cost, then there would
be no profit. All hands would share In a share and share
alike basis. This would give each crew member an equal
Interest In the economical administration of his ship.
Advantages for Profit Charing
H m i H I " i fur i n
,
im imi im i n ii nn i In n il n - .» i IJIB
It is realised that this concept is a radical departure
from the present cost administration of naval vessels.
However, the folio advantages could be predicted
to accrue to a plan of this nature:
1. It would prove to be the basis for one of the larg-
est educational programs in the Navy. Too few officers and
men know or appreciate the vast suras required to operate and
maintain the vessels of the Ilavy.
2. It would naUc the officers and men of each vessel
cost-consclous. In the promotion of each Individual's self-
interest under a profit sharinc; plan, lie would want to know
the cost of each operation in a ship's daily routine.
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3. Communications both down and up in a ship's organ-
isation would he facilitated under- profit sharing The desire
for information would cone frosi the botton, and recommenda-
tions would start at the bottom of the line and work up*
4, A greater feeling o£ togetherness would be engen-
dered. Each person would be a member of a cooperative effort
and each person would know hiriself to be a vital and neces-
sary raember of the ship 5 a organisation , Heal esprit de corp
should result.
|« .Enlightened self interest would dictate a policy
of cooperation of all hands. The reasons for many procedures
in the service would be more understandable to the enlisted
personnel.
6. Inefficiency, lost motions , and wastage would be
reduced
.
7* Work would beeoxae more meaningful for many of the
officers and enlisted personnel.
A value would be placed on the man-hour, and uuch
waste of manpower would be eliminated or avoided.
Profit sharing; would result in no extra cost to the
government; in fact, it would result in lower costs to the
Government, by setting the standard at least 20,1 below pres-
ent costs.
10. The shares distributed to each member of the crew
would augment the regular pay received, and enhance the
standard of living of each member of the Service.

11. A §| of merit rating could be .red more
12. More dignity, would accrue to each member of I
crew. The desire for status , as the importance of ec
persons' duties would be aore clearly defined, would be
satisfied
.
lu is to be realized that permission to institute or
even investigate profit sharing in the Navy would liave to
he approved by the Congress . Since ao wttay advantages would
accrue to such an operating plan, it is worthy of further
investigation*
Suj^e^tlori interns
It would appear that au^estion systems could legally
be introduced into the naval service. From the previous
^tudy of this system in Industry and its phenomenal sue ...
particularly dur.- artirae, t—litili institution of this
plan is recommended.
The sane advantages claimed for the institution of si..
seation systems in the industrial situation apply with the
sarse force to the naval situation.
The same guiding principles for the successful operations
of a suggestion systeia in Industry are applicable to the
Navy,
Awards,
The awards for accepted surest ions should be given
careful consideration. The award committees should represent
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both the officer and the enlisted aroup.
Competition could fee cot up for ship, force, fleet
and all-Navy awards, flflwmiuilug officers would ...c blag final
authority for ship awards, an. .xlardised regulations no
be required to introduce unifomxty and fairness in the dis-
.oution of awards. Prises could include up-gradins for
enlisted personnel, special liberties, leave, cash award;,,
special recognition in the ship's paper, and notations in
service record.
From the il ... effected I result c ,:;estions
received in Industry, it is believed that the administration
of a su^ t-estion system would not result in e;:tra cost to the
.-emnent. ?rom Industry's experience, it should result
in definite economy for the U. 3* Navy.
Cooeluftio
In view of the current emphasis on economy and efficiency
in governmental departments, the profit-sharing plan and the
suggestion system progran should be thoroughly investigated
by the Wavy, and if found operable, thoroughly tested on a
small portion of the Navy. If the results of this experimental
,up prove the validity of these concepts, these plans should





1. In the United. States today approximately fifteen
thousand firrao have profit sharing plans installed.
2. The greatest growth of profit sharing occurred during
the peat, aecade
.
3. Approximately 53$ of all profit-sharing plans which
have been inaugurated are successful.
4. Companies currently operating under the profit-sharing
principle are better situated financially to meet the new
demands of organised labor regarding health, hospital, and
disability benefits and pensions than most companies not
operating on this principle.
$, Gujgestlon systems in Industry were installed as
early as 18.
6, During World War II , of the companies report:.
to | or Production Board had suggestion system in opera-
tion.
7. Suggestion syste :e resulted in better labor-




8, Pension plans are f In only about gff of the
iJHlflitH covering hourly enployeec
.
9. The granting of paid holidays in Industry has in-
creased nore than ei&ht-fol .•.aaon nusa-
ber of paid holiday ' Industry 1* StX clays, f Lai
. an outgrowth of - .stabilization orders and M
WHHKRl I - - ?e war.
10. Paid vaoatior. wanted b, ' the conpanier.
,
for liourly workers, and by 90 of the companies for off"
wo;
1 The nunber of ( generally one week
l year' a service, and generally increases with jtngth
of service.
11, Only Jf> of the manufacturing industries provide for
sick leave 4 and only O^J provide it for office workers.
lf>. Guaranteed wftgi plana are found in 196 companies,
cover ixty one thousand workers.
13. The neatest incentive in the Navy is the security
provided. The Navy provides a guaranteed MBgftj pensions, sick
leave, annual leave of thirty days, isedlcal and hospital care.
14. The Advisory Commission on Service Pay for the Uni~
foraed Services is the first iMIipFJlliWIt fli study of the 111 II
J
admini ion in the ftrrted services since ]
13. The recoimuendations of this Commission Include a
salary Nh&* comparable to found in Industry.
16. ?;.:e recommendations of the Comtaisalon regard in-; pen-
sions if adapted hy the Congress would tend to lessen t;





A study of the incentives presently utilised by Industry
reveals that the Navy empl , il but two of these plans.
With the great emphasis in efficiency and econony in all
government departments, these two plans
,
profit-sharing and
suggestion programs, could be adopted for use in the U. $<
A suggestion program could be established without re-
sorting to Congressional approval. The success this plan has
had in Industry indicates that it could be as equally success-
ful In the Navy. The advantages claimed for a 1 :tion
program in Industry should apply with the same force for the
Navy. Its one particular advantage would be the status and
personal satisfaction it would allow to all members of the
Service who VMM submit acceptable suggestions . As the
administrative cost of a suggestion prosram is small, fel
benefits gained by the Navy should result in worthwhile eco-
nomies
.
It would appear from a study of profit-sharing plans in
Industry that this plan could be adopted by the naval serv:.
Permission would have to be obtained from the Congress before
such a program could be studied or undertaken. Much data
would have to be assembled, correlated and evaluated before
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standard© could be set results obtaining in couspanles
operatin I profit-
'
principle should obtain equally
".1 in the Navy, .ke the Kovy coot and
CTftgnqr I all tsm l . v-eater apprecia-
tion of ant of nainta." the Navy.
Great eoonc: ould result fron the plan for the govem-
samt, fj 1* :- benefit c>tould result for the service In
neater cooper
'
• tor relationships biffrnjitt Q
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